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WSU may get MS center
eases today." he said that the appropriation were approved next
center fit in with an idea that Ohio year, ground would be broken in
the spring of 1980 and completion
Wright State University could "should have different research would take about one year. Conreceive $3 million to establish a centers fur different diseases" struction of the Ambulatory Care
Multiple Sclerosis Center of Ohio across the state.
Mrs. Charles Goodyear, mem- Center is slated to begin ni t
at Wright State University Gov.
spring.
James A. Rhodes announced ber of the National Multiple
Once completed, the center
Sclerosis Society, said such a
yesterday.
would become an "integral part"
Speaking at a press conference center is "not just an ordinary, of the ambulatory care facility,
in the University Center. Rhodes everyday thing. A state multiple Kegerreis explained.
said the center s cost would be sclerosis center is unusual. This
Vice-president for Health Afincluded in the 1979-81 capital will be the only j n e in the fairs Dr. John Beljan slid that
appropriations section of the ex- country."
the
MS facility would serve to
Rhodes said that though he has
ecutive budget next year. When
"centralize and maximize oncompleted, the center would be a not approached legislators about going programs" of the regional
part of the Medical School's approval of the MS center he does and national MS society and other
not expect any major opposition.
Ambulatory Care Center.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT Ro- organizations.
CALLING MULTIPLE Sclerosis
bert
Kegerreis said that if the I See CENTER, page 3)
"one of the most dreaded disBy TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian Staff Writer

Governor Rhodes answers questions at Wednesday's WSU press
conference.
Guardian Photo by Dorian Violin

AAUP members discuss collective bargaining
By TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian Staff Writer
Collective bargaining was high
on the discussion list at yesterday's meeting of the Wright State
Chapter of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP).
Members of the organization
expressed conccrn at how it might
effect the WSU faculty.
••I DON'T THINK the faculty is
sitting on the edge of their
chairs" in anticipation of having
collective
bargaining
implemented at WSU. said Reed
Smith, professor of political science.
"At the University of Cincinnati there was a long period of
extreme discontent with the administration. with faculty pay
raises on only one or two percent" before they took steps
towards collective bargaining, he
explained, adding that he felt
WSU faculty members were

"particularly apathetic" on the
issue.
Chapter President Ralph Maneri said if the Ferguson Act.
which forbids public employee
strikes, was repealed and collective bargaining law passed "then
things might be different."
MANERI FELT the organization's lack of members did not
represent a lack of interest in the
issues but that "it says there are
no burning issues on the campus
at this time."
Dr. Willis Strong. AAUP Secretary-treasurer. said some criticism of the organization had been
made by facultv members.
"1 was talking to one respected
member of the education faculty
and he said that he would not get
involved in a chapter which w as
so concerned with individual grievances." Strong said.
DR. JOHN RAY. geology department chairer, offered a motion reprimanding former AAUP

President Dr. Malcolm Ritchie for
his use of chapter stationary
durinn his dispute with the administration over due process
proceedings.
Noting that Ritchie was then
the chapter president, members
voted down the proposal. Statements were made that "courage
should iiot be punished" and that
Ritchie was under a great deal of
pressure at the time the memos
were written.
In presenting proposal outlining possible future plans for
the organization Dr. S.J. Klein,
professor of psychology, commented on a common view of the
organization which he said was
typified in a Daily Guardian
editorial praising Ritchie.
"THE ROLE OF the AAUP
chapter president is not 'standing
up to the administration with
courage' but to protect the faculty
member's First Amendment
rights of academic freedom" and

Rhodes appoints new WSU trusiee
Sy RICK JOHNSON
Guard lad A»«xlalr Writer
A new Trustee has been appointed for Wright State University.
According to News and Information Service, the Reverend
Arthur L. Younger has been
selected by Ohio Governor James
Rhodes to serve on the Wright
State University Board of Trustees, beginning immediately.
Younger has been appointed for
nine years, or until June. 1987.
YOUNGEB WILL come to WSU

with a broad background in
religious, educational, and civic
experience.
Born in Virginia, he attended
Haverford College in Pennsylvania for two years before attending
Lynchburg College in his home
state. He then attended Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
where he received his degree.
Since coming to the Dayton
area. Younger has served on
various boards, including the
Board of Trustees of Stillwater
Health Center, where he is in his

second term.
He serves on the board of
United Ministries of Ohio, an
interdenominational organization
dealing with Ohio college and
university campus ministries,
both public and private.
HE ALSO SERVES on tne
Board of Hospice of Dayton from
which he provides ministry to
terminally ill patients in local
hospitalsYounger has been a minister in
Dayton f«' 24 years, and is pastor
of the Con Baptist Church at 40
Sprauge St. m Dayton.

to look out for their other needs
and concerns, he said.
"Negative action will not bring
progress. 1 thing it is time that
AAUP stopped feuding with the
administration," he added.
Some major points of Klein's
presentation called for:
-the establishment of a faculty
senate to "supplement the role of
the Academic Council."
•AFFIXED TERM for administrators other than the president and changing their status so
they would come under periodic
review of the Promotion and
Tenure Committee.
-"responsible" job descriptions for deans and department
chairmcn.
-rules to prevent the administration and colleges from overruling intra-dcpartmcntal decisions.
-ABOLISHING COMMITTEES

:

of Ihe Board of Trustees because
"they are too political."
In otiier business a list of "suggestions for AAUP" written by
Professor Matthew Melko. sociology department chairer. was
also passed out at the meeting.
It called for the establishment
of a planning committee, an
officer nominating committee and
"avoiding an adversary relationship" with the administration.
DR. ALVIN SPETTER. history
department chairer. noted that
iiie WSU chapter has lost a great
deal of its membership over the
past few years and suggested that
they could be attracted back by
working on other issues such as
health benefits.
"We've been tryinf to set
dental benefits for 10 yean, e-'er
since I've been her*." he icmarked.

friday:

weather
Partly cloudy today and tomorrow with highs in the mid 50's ana
lows in the mid 30V Chance of rain icday is aboui 1G pcrccnt and
continuing tonight.

theft
Thieves made off w ith S250 worth of equipment from the PE
building Oitober 23. WSU police said. The theft <f the equipment,
air tanks belonging to the University, is still under investigation.

correction
It was incorrectly stated in Wednesday's issue of The Daily
Guardian and in an ensuing editorial in yesterday's edition that the
Student Affairs Committee plans to increase student representation
on the committee from two to three members.
The Student Affairs Committee will actually be increasing the
number of students from the present 3 student members to 5.
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNA TIONAL
Dollar hits new low
Ohio crop land being
diverted to other uses
COLUMBUS UP! — In the last
10 yean. 1.5 million acres of
farmland In Ohio hta been diverted to other uses, the U.S. Soli
Conservation Service reported
Wednesday.
"And nearly one million acre.*
of this land was cropland." said
Robert E. Quilliam. state conservationist in Ohio for the Conservation Service.
QUILLIAM SAID stores and
factories with acres of adjacent
paved parking, housing, highways and recreation areas are just
a few of the land uses competing
for w hat was once farmland.
"These uses are. of course,
very important to a growing
population." said Quilliam. "It
just isn't the loss of land for
agriculture but where it is being
lost that may make the most
difference. "Unfortunately much
of the land being taken out of

agriculture is prime farmland in
the high production and high
value areas." he said.
"And the same thing is happening in other highly productive
midwest states."
Another major problem wltn
Ohio's farmland Is the loss of
valuable topsoll, said Qullllam.
"Our recent inventory reveals a
loss of over 66 million tons of
topsoil annually from farmland."
he said. "This is not quite as bad
as it sounds since the inventory
also shows crcpland and pastureland in the stste averaging about
3.5 tons of topsoil lost from each
acre every year."
Quilliam noted that the 3.5 ton
figure is only slightly above the
amount of soil that can be lost and
still maintain good productivity.
HE SAID the 66 million ton
figure show s that while the state
average is reasonably low. some

parts of the state arc eroding at
tremendous rates.
Some cases were noted where
cropland areas approached 13
tons of soil lost on each acre every
year.
"It is in these areas that we
must concentrate our efforts."
said Quilliam.
HE SAID Ohio ranks 11th
nationally in gross value of farm
output.
"This means that new technology is keeping pace with, even
outdistancing the declining and
eroding farm acreage," said Quilliam. "But as more and more
farmland is changed irreversibily
to other uses this may not
continue to be the case.
"When technology can't keep
up with shrinking farm acreage,
the consumer will pay for it in the
market place." he said.

From United Press International
The sagging American dollar hit new lows in Japan and Europe
today, reflecting lack of faith in President Carter's anti-inflation
program. Gold reached record highs.
"No one wants to hold dollars, just sell them, a dealer in Zurich.
Switzerland said.
IN TOKYO, ihe dollar plummeted below the psychological barrier
of 1K0 Japanese yen - less than half its value at the end of World
War II.
The dollar also hit new lows when European foreign exchanges
opened.
One Frankfurt financial expert said the dollar failed to sustain its
slight recovery during Wednesday's dealings because othe\
European currencies were preferred in after-hours deals.
"I THINK IT'LL KEEP going down," he said. "How do I know
where it'll stop - 1.60. perhaps. It's weak against the markbecause
the West German trade figures are good, because President
Carter's anti-inflation program is weak, and, there are so many
reasons." he said.
In Frankfurt, the dollar opened at a new low of 1.76625 West
German marks, down from Wednesday's low of 1.7830.
In Tokyo, the dollar plunged to 178.50 yen before closing the day
to 179,55. Dealers there said the dollar's fall was set off by
President Carter's new anti-inflation message, which they said
lacked immediate and concrete action that foreign exchanges and
holders of dollars had anticipated.
THE NEW RATE means the dollar has lost more than half of its
value since the old parity of 360 yen to the dollar was established
shortlv atter World War II

industry scientists ciaim gov't
cancer report seriously flawed Smallpox disappears
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Industry
scientists believe the public
should not be alarmed by a
government report that at leaat 20
percent of future cancer cases will
be caused by on-the-job exposure
to carcinogens.
The scientists contend the report conductcd by the National
Cancel- Institute and the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences - is seriously flawed.
AT A NEWS conference Wed
nesdav sponsored by the American Industrial Health Council,
which represents 115 companies
and 60 trade associations, its
scientists called the report "irresponsible."
"A grave disservice is being
done to the public by unnecessarily raising such an alarm,"
said Dr. Paul F. Deisler, Jr., a

member of the AIHC steering mstet that 1 percent to 5 percent
committee.
of cancer cases were caused by
occupational exposure "have
Secretary Joseph Califano of been held as realistic by most
the Health, Education and Wel- responsible government and infare Department announced re- dependent scientists and cancer
sults of the study Sept. 11 and
experts."
Indicated the 20 percent figure
"may even be conservative."
Dr. Fred Hoerger. chairman of
The Occupational Safety and the AIHC scientific committee,
Health Administration is re- said one flaw involved data
viewing the record of lengthy related to asbestos workers heavhearings on its proposal to stiffen ily exposed in shipyards during
criteria regarding such exposure.
World War II. He said the
Dr David Kali, AIHC director. government report overestimates
said the reaction "doesn't make the number of those people still
me think our paper isn't still alive.
corrcct."

Rail said he was glad to see
He said the study also includes
debate occur on the report be- data earlier rejected by OSHA
cause it pointed to areas where and other similar errors involving
additional research is needed.
chromium, benzene, nickel, vinyl
chloride, and polynuclear aromaDEISLER SAID earlier esti- tic hydrocarbons.

Soviet President Brezhnev ailing
LONDON (UPI) Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev's health is so
uncertain that Western observers
believe he no longer can handle
serious negotiations, the Times of
London said to lay.
The Times, in a front page
slory by the newspaper's foreign
editor Charles Douglas-Home,
said Brezhnev's precarious health
is one reason why the final stages
of the Strategic Arms Limitation
talks are proving so difficult.
"THE AMERICANS." it said,
"recognize that while the Soviet
leader is still able to stick closely
to a brief, if the brief is on the

table in front of him. he is
virtually unable now to deviate
from it or show any spontaneous
flexibility."
The story said because of
Brezhnev's limitations any proposed summit meeting between
him and President Carter "will be
little more than a formality, with
nothing left to chance."
The Times said Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gomyko has
had to shoulder the SALT talks
burden alone and then has to
report back to Brezhnev stage by
stage.

"BREZHNEV'S HEALTH has
been the subject of speculation
for some time but his performance in Bonn in July confirmed
the suspicion in the West that,
while he is capable of paying
visits and concluding formal business with other heads of state,
he is no longer able to think on his
feet in diplomatic dealings," the
Times story said.
fhe Times said the causes of
Brezhnev's physical condition arc
not clear, although Western observers are confident it is not
cano.-r.

GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI) - The World Health Organization
today triumphantly celebrated the virtual eradication of smallpox, a
disease which killed or maimed 2.5 millicn people every year and
which cost 12 billion annually to contain.
The last known case of smallpox being transmitted from one
person to another was detected in Somalia exactly one year ago.
AFRICA HAS THUS been free of the dreaded disease for one
year while Asia has not had a case for three years.
WHO dismisses as a freak the smallpox deatii in Britain last
month due to the leakage of virus from a laboratory in Birmingham.
The UN health agency started its smallpox eradication program in
l%7. The program cost only $300 million, a small price cc.r.parcd to
the $2.5 billion annually being spent on containment of the disease.
THE WHO PROGRAM is heralded as the most cost-effective
undertaking of the United Nations or any of its specialized agencies.
Under WHO rules it will be one more year - two years after ti-e
last known person-to-person transmission - before smallpox can be
certified as globally eradicated.
The agency is now recommending $100 to $240 million a year, to
immunize the world's children against measles, diptheria, tetanus,
whooping cough, polio and tuberculoses.
WHO SAID THAT spending $2 billion annually during ifie first
five yeats of ti>s International Decade for Water Supplies and
Sanitation, starting in 1981, will aid 100 million people in the ratal
areas of developing countries and thus "generate a vast new cycle
of social and economic progress.

Syria-Iraq form joint
military command
BHRUl. Lebanon (UPI) - Syria and Iraq - their rivalries cast aside
b> common opposition to the Camp David accords announced
plaus today (or a joint military command,
I he move appeared a large step toward endinc one of the Arab
world's longest and most bitter feuds.
But Syrian President Hafez. Assad, winding u;> three days of
reconciliation talks on his first visit to Baghdad since the 1973
Middle East war. stressed the accord was "only the first step."
A JOINT COMMUNIQUE released bv Iraq's official news agency
said a bilateral committee including the nations' foreign ministers,
defense ministers and military chiefs of staff w as being formed to
prepare a formula for a joint defense pact that will provide ESc
basis for total military unity between both countries."
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Rhodes willing to help Carter in anti-inflation fight
By TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian Staff Writer
Gov. Rhodes said yesterday he
is willing to help in President
Carter's voluntary anti-inflation
program but added he isn't sure
what is expected of him as
governor.
Rhodes spoke to reporters after
a press conference in the University Center at which time he
announced hi* w illingness to fur.d
a multiple sclerosis research and
treatment center at Wright State.
"SOMEBODY has to do something about inflation. This is an
area in which everyone. Republican and Dc.nocrat. must work
together." he said, adding, "1
think every state employee will
take seven percent."

Rhodes was referring to Carter's request that wage increases
be voluntarily limited to seven
percent in his speech Tuesday
night.
Rhodes remarked he could do
little to combat inflation since it is
a nationwide problem so he would
follow the president's lead.
" H E ' S THE ONLY one who can
do things in all 50 states."
Rhodes added that he had some
doubts about the p.-ogram succeeding in limiting inflation and
called it " a little bit of jawboning."
He also did not commit himself
to specific actions, saying. "1
want to see what he suggests" for
actions to be taken on the state
level.

:if
•all
"I will
not talk
to anyone who
has anything to do with anything
illegal in a state department."
Rhodes also said he couldn't
say very much about the investigations since he had not talked to
the accused parties.
RHODES BRUSHED off a re
porter's question as to whether
the lottery could have less problems if it were operated somewhere "closer" to Columbus.

- ..
'CI
.
.1
.1
possible
to
see that investigations
are carried out and that "the
grand jury will handle all complaints."

Rhodes denied a report by
United Press International that he
is backing off from his position
that the property tax burden
should be shifted from farmers
and home owners onto utilities
and industry.
THE ARTICLE stated he had
done so after heavy lobbying by
those interests.
He said he still supported the
idea of amending the state constitution to provide relief for the
farmers and home owners, but it
could not be placed on the ballot
until November. 1979.
Rhodes commented that current investigations into the Ohio
State lottery commission have
not hurt his campaign any because he has taken all action

THE COMMISSION, which has
had four directors in its three
years of existence, became the
target of investigations when a
company complained the contract
for the current Instant lottery
game was improperly awarded.

Center to be ready in '81
is paying for the initial construction and seed money for its
operation, once completed the
center would become "self-sup
porting through patient care fees
and grants."
RHODES SAID that he would
like to "see a breakthrough" in
research at Wright State.
Noting that the cost of treating
MS could drive families to bankruptcy Rhodes said that there
could possibly be some relief
given to its victims, but he nixed
the idea of the state totally
funding the center.

tctmtinued from page ' •
THE CENTER will be operated
under the auspices of the medical
school's department of neurology. Its chairman. Dr. Samuel
Pitner. will begin initial work in
staffing and organizing the center. Beljan said.
The center will only service
patients on an outpatient basis,
since the entire ambulatory care
facility is not being designed for
inpatient (or oed) care. Kegcrreis
explained.
He added that though the state

Rhodes buries campaign tax plan
COLUMBUS L'PI State house
Reporter — Responding to a
hostile reaction from business
and utility lobbies. Gov. James A.
Rhodes has quietly burled for the
remainder of his re-election campaign a propos."1! to tnuisfer real
estate tax burdens from farmers
and homeowners to Industries
and utilities.
Two months ago. Rhodes called
for a constitutional amendment to
classify real estate into special
categories of use for tax purposes
— residential, commercial, industrial. agricultural.
EACH CATEGORY could then
be assessed at different rates to
shift the tax burden away from
individuals.
Such a method is now unconstitutional. and strong opposition
came from the Ohio Manufacturers Association, utilities, realtors
and the Ohio Council of Retail
Merchants.
At thai time, Rhodes gave no
proposed assessment rates but
said he would have more details
in a week. With each passing
week, aides said the details would
come "later."
THOMAS J. MOYER, the governor's executive assistant, said
Wednesday they will come in
January.

percentage than residential prop"We still intend to go through
erty. the way it was prior to the
with it." said Moyer. "We'll
Park Investment case ruling.
present it to the Legislature in
January. But in the meantime, we
want to make sure we've heard
"They could put a property tax
from everybody.
levy on the ballot for industrial
"We want to talk with labor
and commercial property only."
and business and the real estate
said William J. Costello of the
people and representatives of
Ohio Manufacturers Association .
senior citizens' groups." said
which has fought property tax
Moyer. "Wc want to get a broad
classification for 25 years. "Who
section of people in on it. This is a
wouldn't vote for that?"
very complicated thing to change,
and I think we'd get a better
Costello said he was unaware if
product that way."
his organizations contacted the
Howls of protest went up when
governor to make its views
Rhodes travelled his plan, claimknown. "He (Rhodes! probably
ing businesses, Industries and
just saw the error of his ways,"
utilities should bear a greater
said Costello.
share of real estate taxes.
" I SUGGESTED they might
The governor said correspondwant to take another look at it."
ing reductions in personal propsaid John C. Mahaney of the
erty taxes would pacify indusretail merchants' organization.
tries.
"I'm not sure the Legislation
But the business community
would even put it on the ballot. 1
spent the better part of IS years
don't see any groundswell for it."
working to get rid of just what
Rhodes proposes. Through the
Mahaney said he believes the
Park Investment case, the won an
governor was concerned that the
Ohio Supreme Court ruling statproperty classification "could ening that all property must be
danger the economic vitality of
assessed at a uniform 35 percent
the stfcte by having levels of
of true value.
taxation that were harmful to
UNDER RHODES' plan, busindustrial
and
commercial
iness and industrial property
growth."
could be assessed at a higher

!
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Opinions
Election time
4*r«.xrrr HAH.

Governor James Rhodes' announcement that $3 million will go to
building a Multiple Sclerosis Center here at Wright State University
is marvelous news for those afflicted with that disease.
Rhodes pointed out that there are few of these centers in the
nation and. obviously, there is a need for research into this disease.
But it must also be noted that the election is coming up shortly,
and only those living in sorr • sort of intelligence stifling bubble
would he able to believe that the liming of this announcement had
nothing to do with the election itself.
With this in mind, isn t it sad thai such a noble gesture
|establishing the Center] is used for such base ends?
And maybe someone should tell Jim Rhodes thai "Pulitzers" are
not awarded for medical research, as he said at his press
conference.

HAU

A — n r t i i . •>
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A modern play in one act

Surf's up
ONCE again, with ihe coming of precipitation Monday, leaks
developed in the tunnels. One of the larger ones formed in the
tunnel between Millett and Fawcett Hails. All The Daily
Guardian can say is. "surf's up."

Getting the time right
The possible change in the number of credit hours earned for
liberal arts clasr.es from three to four will be welcomed by a number
oj Wright Stale students and faculty in those departments.
The attendant SO minutes of class time involved in this credit hour
change will, however, upset some of the students and faculty ol this
community noticeably those in ihe departments of Kn&Ush and
political science.
Since they have already been earning the four hours of credit for
classes, that cover only three St! minute periods, the idea will rake
some getting used to for :hem
Hut get used to it they will, if the proposal is accepted, and it must
be seen as a fair and equitable system that allows for the right
amount of work for the right amount of credits.

We'd like to
hear from you
on our letters page
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By DAVID MIX
Guardian Sufi Writer
After attending a performance of the play
Look Back in Anger. I was inspired to write a
play myself. I thought I could do one better than
John Osborne. 1 would leave out all the pain and
sorrow Osborne's play had. Mine would be a
comic love story rather than a tragedy.
ONCE UPON A PARK BENCH
(a plav in one scene)
ipreviously titled IOOK BACK AND WONDER)
Cast of characters:
John
Anne
Audiencc member
The scene is a city park. At center stage is a
park bench. Behind the bench is scattered
vegetation. In the distance arc several skyscrapers and other smaller buildings. Sitting in
the middle of the bench arc two lovers, gazing at
each other. John is on the left. Anne the right.
John has Anne's right hand clutched between
his. Typical sounds of the city (horns honking,
people talking) can be heard in the background.
JOHN (with a drcimv sigh): Anne...
ANNE (with a big dreamy sigh): John...
(a short pause)
JOHN: Anne...
ANNE: John...
'another short pause)
JOHN: Gertrude...
ANNE (with a surprised and irritated look)
John!
JOHN (realizing his mistake): Uh, er. Annel
(Oncc more, they gaze romantically into each
other's eyes. This goes on for a short length of
time. John lets go of Anne's hand and they both
stare seriously into each other's eyes.)
JOHN: Anne, 1 must be honest with you. It's
nothing personal but 1 am getting tired of gazing
romantically into your eyes. My eyes arc shot
ANNE: What?
JOHN: I've had it.
ANNE: You can't stop now. The play isn't
over yet.
(John gets up and begins to exit stage left.)
AM (audience member): Where do you think
you're going?
JOHN: Home. I've had enough of this play.
AM: Well I haven't. (He points towards the park
bench) You just get back on the bench and pick
up where you left off.
(John stare angrily at the member of the
audience)
AM: Well! Go on.
ANNE: Come onJohn, let's finish the play.
JOHN (grudgingly): Oh all right! But only to
please you.

(As the audience member returns to his seat,
John walks disgustedly to the bench with Anne.
They once again assume their usual positions on
the bench, and once again gaze romantically
into each other's eyes. Then John begins to
frown. Soon Anne begins to frown too.
Suddenly, she slaps John's face with her right
hand, leaps up from the bench and begins to
cry. She covers her face with her hands. John
leaps up after her and puts his arms around her
comfortingly.)
JOHN: Why did you slap me in (he face?
(Anne removes her hands from her face, looks
up at him, and smiles.)
ANNE: Gee! I don't know. I have seen this done
in so many movies and plays. I fe-'t the play
wouldn't be the same if I didn't slap your face.
Besides, it was in reach.
(John nods in agreement with her)
JOHN: I guess you're right!
(He Iet5 go of Anne and they both return to
the bench. They sit down and they both stare out
into the audience. Thev hold each other's hands.
They do not say anything for several minutes.)
AM (from the audience): Come on. get this show
on the road. (John and Anne continue to stare
into the audience)
AM: Hurry up!
(The crowd stirs. Some don't stir because they
don't have any spoons.)
Several Audiencc members: (shouting): Get
w i i h it!

AM: Stop stallin'!
(Finally. AM comes onto the stage and taps
John on the left shoulder. John faces him.)
AM. (angrily): What's taking so long?
JOHN: So long to do what?
AM (franticiy) The play.
JOHN: The pl»v? Oh. that's over.
AM: (amazed): You're kiddin'!
JOHN: Sure! (he nudges Anne.) The play's over
isn't it? (Anne nodtf slowly)
AM: You're still ki'Jding me?
JOHN: Nope. Take a look into the audience.
AM (looks into the audience and then stares
dis'oelievingly) There isn't anyone in the
audience. Where did they go?
(John just smiles)
AM: What happened tc them?
JOHN (proudly): Oh it's just a special effect.
AM: So you say the play is over?
JOHN: Of course it is!
AM: But why?
JOHN: The playwright couldti t think of
anything else tc write.
AM: That mafcts sense.
ANNE (excitedly): So what are we waiting for?
Let's go!
(John and Anne, arm in aim, walk out stage
left with AM walking slowly olt the stage beh.nd
them.)
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Reader calls Bolinga Center irresponsible
To the Editor:
I would like to congratulate the
Bolinga on its well kept secret of
Reverend Ndbaninghi Sithole's
presence here.Oct. 25. The Rev.
Sithole was brought to WSU by
the Bolinga Center, to speak on
the situation of the Rhodesian
internal settlement.
Rev. Sithole. Bishop Abel Muzorewa, and Chief Chirau, are the
three black leaders who along
with Ian Smith form the Rhode-

sian executive body (now in a
transitional phase towards majority rule).
Accompanying Rev. Sithole,
were members of the Rhodesian
government, including the Secretary of Industry.
The question I would like to ask
is why *he student body, faculty
and the news media were not
informed of his talk? What's the
secret Bolinga Center? Don't his
views jibe with your support of
the Patriotic Front, headed by

Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo?
I was tcid by a faculty member
that they were informed of Rev.
Sithole's planned talk by Oct. 16
(at least). So where was the
publicity? At the news conference
prior to the talk, 1 saw only a
WAV1 newsperson and a Guardian staff writer.
1 asked the Guardian where is
the news media, he replied "I
don't know I only found out about
this 15 minutes before 1 had to be

here." When 1 got home 1
telephoned WHIO TV and asked
them why they didn't cover Rev.
Sithole's talk, "we weren't aware
of it." "We were not informed,
we usually call WSU every day
but we were not informed of his
talk."
This is ridiculous. WSU finally
uets an important world figure to
speak on campus and no one
knows about it.
The blame is on the Bolinga
Center. They alone can pride

themselves on their inept service
to the Wright State and Dayton
communities. What is supposed
to be a center for cultural exchange for the Black students, is
in fact a university subsiderized
(sic) clique, unwilling to share its
events with the rest of the
community.
By your actions you deny the
community access to events it indirectly pays for. Your irresponsibility is galling.
Mark Smith

Professor defends National Health Insurance
To the Editor;
In an unsigned piece on the
editorial page of a recent Guardian, an opinion was voiced that a
National Health Insurance program would lead to deteriorating
health care standards like those of
Britain. As food for thought, I
might call to the attention of that
writer that the life expectancy and
infant mortality rates for the U.S.
in 1971 were 71.1 years and 19.2
per 1,000 births, respectively,
while for the U.K these figutes

were 72 years and 17.5 per 1,000
births. Sweden, which slso has a
national health service, has a life
expectancy of 74.1 years and only
11.1 infant deaths per 1.000
births (U.N.Demographic Yearbook, 1972).
The piece also offered the long
wait ij; period for elective surgery in the U.K. as evidence of
poor health care. There exists
evidence that the incidence of
surgery in the U.S. under our
current system is too high! Lewis
(Nfw England Journal of Medi-

cine. 281. 1969). in an econometric study of surgical incidence
in Kansas, concluded that his
results, "...might be interpreted
as supporting a medical variation
of Parkinson's Law: patient admissions for surgery expand to fill
beds, operating suites, and surgeon's time." International comparisons. comparing incidence; of
surgery in the U.S., Canada.
England. Wales, and Sweden,
show surgical procedure rates to
be about twice as great for North
American patients as the European countries, while the inci-

WE
SEEK
QUAl

dence and mortality from diseases for which the surgeries are
the cure, show that it is we that
have too many, not ihat they have
too few (see: E Vayda. New
England Journal of Medicine.
280. 1973; R.J.C. Pearson et al.
Lancet. 220. 1968).

While health care and its
rapidly rising costs are a fit
subject for editorial concern, your
readers might be better served if
opinions made more use of facts
readily available.
John J. Treacy
Professor of Economics

&\.<EATING
( /-)
^ESTABLISHMENT
20 West Main Street
879-5091
MON.-THURS. 11 A.M.-9 P.M.
FRI. 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M.
^
SUN. 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
^

Elizabeth Clare Prophet
God * Mesaengeriotne People ventt>y Sa>ni Gemva.n*

\ Apply at the Guardian office 046 U.C.
HAVE A GHOULISH GOOD TIME!

HORROR
FESTIVAL

TONITE IN 109 OELMAN
2:30 & 7:00 - NOSFERATU
8:10 - HOUSE OF WAX
9 45 - THE COMEDY OF TERRORS
1 1 20- THE NIGHT OF THE LIVINCi_QEAD
PLUS!
BAMBI MEETS GODZILL;

ONLY - $2

*
n

Oct 28
Sat. 7pm
Ufwws't/ o' Dayton
JonnF Kennedy
M e m c a t Unton
Bo« T •*>«»«*
300 Cottage
Ave
Dayton

Tm Stumping for the Coming i
in Higher ConsdousnessT
I1MD (KIT your row in the Com.ng Revoiuton and
it has to do w!»> <tw
*te»nai Quasi to' the Hofy G»a« and Cametot. the o*ce and futu»e n*fV*>y
school n o * r«»iaoi!snad m Matfcu Cabkynu
LtARN r<o* lo balance your karma «na free your so >i thrown ihe '-ewy b*p<«sm
o» the Holy Sp«r.t and the vo*et nam-* C o n * o * j ma guru chela ro-at-y**©
*itn Jesus. Maitraya Gautama t r * World Mother and »he raal adapir.
o' Last and W e s t - the ascended masters
fcXPf J H K M X UCitrr *»th songs, modiunons. Msua-vnuoro and multimedwi
suda s i w s Challenge tfw darkness * Aroe«»ca »-«3 ff* n a u w * &y the hghi
0* God w4thm you through the science o» Ibe sooken Wo^S
For

-sio-won ca» .*13> 8 4 » « i t

Soonao/wl Uy Su-n*-
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: Coleman portable
Catalytic Heater. 3.000-5.000
BTU Adjustable. Burns Colemap fuel. 3 quarts = 20 hours.
Only used twice. Must sell.
Great buy S30. Contact box
PI5I or call 426-1597 between
5 asu 7 p.m. 10-25

1970 MAVERICK 6 cylinder,
auto, new exhaust system,
brakes, master cylinder, alternator. good transportation.
$350. 433-3004. 10-27

QUEEN SIZE bed, tea table,
dining table and 3 chairs. Call
after 6 p.m. 426-3364. 10-25

1972 SAAB SONNET, sports
coupe,
AM-FM
cassette,
79.000 miles, excellent condition, radials. front-wheel drive
- great winter sports car.
$1750. Call 878-4472 before 10
a.m.. after 8 p.m. weekdays,
all day weekends. 10-25

FREE TO GOOD HOME 3
months old German Sheoherd
puppy - female. Respond to
bo* R5I1. 10-25

1973 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
Estate Wagon. Good condition
80,000 miles. $800. Call 2985206 sfter 6:00 p.m. 10-25

FOR SALE • Bridal gown and
Bridal veil, sue 10 white long
sleeve $100. If interested,
leave a note in mailbox E63.
Include name and phone. 1025
NORDICA SKi BOOTS, excellent condition! Only worn 3
times. $150. Size TA-H mens'
will fit size 7-7'/i women's.
Call Lisa 298 5206 after 6 p.m.
10-25
FOR SALE • Suede coat/jacket. tanner's brown in color,
female size 7, excellent condition and clean - $35.00 also
Kenwood Belt-drive turntable
- auto-return, hinged dust
cover excellent playing condition. 5 vrs. old with new bell
and new cartridge/stylus. $60.
Please call 372-3121 evenings
and leave message. Vicki Dean
or leave message in Allyn Hall
Lounge Box BI56. 10-25
ALVAREZ classic guitar Ex
cellent condition, plus case
and foot stool $120 or best
offer. Q670 or call 435-20001.
10-27
MARANTZ Quadrophonic Re
ceiver - 4 UltraLinear Speakers
Technics
Semi-Automatic
Turntable - Panosonic 8-track
recorder - Sanyo Quad 8-track
player. All for $1,000.00. Will
sell separately. Call 878-9906.
10-27
NEW AM FM stereo with
40-channcl C3, All in-dash. includes all wiring and mounting
brackets, will fit in most cars,
•Sparkomatic b'and. best offer
ofer $90. if interested, contact
mailbox G84. 10-27

Autos
1971 FORD E-200 Supervan,
Mechanically restored - Many
new parts. Good for customizing or hauling $900 or
b*st offer. Call after 5 •
233-9088. 10-27
FOR SALE: 1970 VW SQBK
26-33 MPG, Good tires, gas
heater, new battery/regulator.
429-0403 10-27

1970 VW FASTBACK. New
muffler and master cylinder.
Very good condition. Call 2773678 evenings. Asking $750.
10-25
•73 PINTO RUNABOUT. 2000
cc. 4 sp.. air. deluxe interior,
radials, new battery exhaust,
brakes, 26 mpg. must sell,
$950 or best offer, 434-0451 or
Box E702. 10-25
CLASSY 1970 MGB/GT 2 plus
2 Hatchback with folding rear
seal, runs great, near perfect
interior and exterior with
beautiful English chrome wire
wheels. Only 55,000 mi. will
not lose value. First S2.250
must see! Photo in box G721.
Call 254-1844 or 429-3942.
10-25
RARE - 1970 Citroen D Sf.eccial. Front-wheel drive, mechanically restored. 2 new
Michelin Steel belted radials,
2 new Semperit studded radial
snow tires. Dark green with
gray top. $2500 or best offer.
Call 233-9088 after 5. 110-27

Help Wanted
BABYSITTER: My home in
Springfield. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dt-c. 4-15 during fall break. 4
yr. old in school till noon. 6&10
year old till 3:30. Call 1-3239284. 10-25

Wanted

HELP! NEED a place to live
flow! Am willing to work as a
housekeeper or help handicapped student. Please respond to mailbox J181. 10-27

WANTED - Potential Campus
Leaders, apply to the Office of
Student Development for the
Leadership Lab Nov. 3. 4, 5.
Apply by Oct. 27. 10-25
MALE needs room mate to
share Apt. 10 mins from
Wright State, $92.50 plus utilities. Come to Woodman Pk.
Dr. #4905 Apt. 8 or call
254-7596. 10-18-4

"WITNESS TO ACCIDENT"
wanted at Col Glenn ar.d
Kauffman, Fair born approximately 6:00 p.m. Saturday.
September 30. 1978 between
small white 1965 Plymouth
Valiant, 2 door and late model
small green Buick. Call Mantle
Oil. 252-8281. "previous number in error."
HOUSE to Share - Large house
in Huber Heights • 10 min.
from school includes family
room with wood burning fireplace - own bedroom - share
house privileges - $100 per
month flat. Ph. 2236427. 10-25
RIDE NEEDED: Monday
nights 3:30 or 4:00 from N end
of Fairborn to campus and
back after 6:30. Call after 4:30
878-5035. 9-29
CIVIL WAR artifacts wanted.
Confederate preferred but will
consider Union. Contact Larry
. GS78. 10-25
MUSICIANS to form a PUNK
band wanted. Mailbox K63.
10-25
FEMALE ROOMMATE wan
ted for house close to WSU.
Mailbox 0217. 10-25
ATTENTION Senior Citizen$ I
am seeking persons over the
age of 65 who are lifelong
Dayton area residents and who
would be willing to be interviewed for my honors project
on Miami Valley dialects. Persons whose parents xerc also
Dayton residents are preferred. If you are interested in
volunteering as a subject,
please call Mclanie S. Updike
at 873-2505 or 879-1846. There
will be no compensation except the satisfaction of having
aided a struggling student.
10-27
DONATE BLOOD Nov. 7,
1978. ut the UC in rooms
041-045 sometime during the
hours from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make an appointment to donate anytime before at Student
Health Services during working hours. 10-27
ANYONE! Who may have
witnessed a green VW hitting
a blue Chevy Impala convertible in the meter parking
by the Library and Creative
Arts Building on Tuesday Oct.
17 between 10:30 and 2:00
please leave any information
you may have in mailbox B656.
as soon as possible. It will be
greatly appreciated! Thank
you. 10-27

Miscellaneous
MCGOVERN RESUME - Professional Confidential. 20%
discount. 253-3418. x-10-27-5

Personals
1

THE SISTERS of Alpha Xi
Delta would like to convcy
their appreciation to Phi Mu
and Beta Phi Omega for
allowing us to use their rooms
for our Tea Sunday. Your kindness and coo petition prove
that the Greeks can work
together. Thank you. 10-27
KAPPAS Get Wild! Get crazy! Get busy! It's almost
sweetheart time so let's make
it the best ever. Kappa Love.
10-25
KAPPA PLEDGES, Congrats
girls! Nothing but the best for
the best! Let's make this one
of the supcrest pledge classes
KAPPA ever saw! Love, your
Pledge Mom. Connie. 10-25
PHI TAUS. To the one and
only, the Best Fraternity on
Campus PHI KAPPA TAU!
We're glad to be aboard! Love
ya bunches! C. Hilderbrandt The #1 little sisters Lil' Taus.
10-25

TO THE ONE that means the
most. Knowing you won't be
able to read this does not make
it any easier to write. Actually
it is harder but. remember you
are in my thoughts always. I
love you. The one across the
ocean. 10-25
THE MINUTE they walk in the
rat. we could tell they were
from the Frat. Phi Kappa Tau.
Hey Big Brothers come & have
a drink with us. Love. Your Lil'
Sis. 10-25
GEORGIE -Porgie Puddin and
pie. You kiss the girls and
make 'em sigh, (don't worry
Georgie I'd never cry) Love,
your lil' sis. 10-25
PHIL. To one wild & crazy
guy. I'm thrilled, chilled &
excited to be your lil' sis. Let's
get together & plan some wild
& crazy adventures. Love,
Your Foxy American Sister.
10-25
PEBBLE'S Good luck with
tryout's You can do it. From
Lil Buckaroo. 10-25
TO GEORGIE. You're the Best
Big Brother. I'd never take
another. You're really great,
make no mistake. Your Lil'
Sis. 10-25
PHI MU Alpha Sinforia Fraternity. Theta Eta Chapter,
announces its second meeting
Wed.. Nov. I at 5:00. Sinforians should meet on the second
floor of the Music Dept. in
CAC. Our annual objectives
will be discussed. Dues are
due Wed. Oct. 25. 10-25
MIKEY. Show those teeth for
awhile, always show that pretty smile! Little one. 10-25
JODY. To my big brother.
There can be no other. I'm
hopelessly devoted to you! So
sit back and rest for you are
the best, you machj oh macho
man you! Bubbles. 10-25
BRETT, You have been a
fantastic president for the Phi
Taus and I know you'll be just
as good a big brother. Phi Tau
Love. Debbie. 10-25
SWEETHEARTS are coming
soon! Catch some of the action
• vote for vour sweetheart!
10-25

TO CASEY. Thanks a big lot
for all the fantastic effort you
put into getting us lil' sis's
going. We love you! Lil'
Taus. 10-25
RICKY, I know you'll make a
great big brother. Let's keep it
in the family. Phi Tau Love
Twinkie. 10-25
HEY PHI TAUS. Thanks for
making your little sis' really
feel like part of the family If
you know what we mean. Love
& kisses, the little Taus 10-25
TO THE BROTHERS of Alpha
Gamma Nu:Thanks for the
great time Saturday night.
From the LajJies of Zeta Tau
Alpha. 10-25
TO THE HALLS of Pi Kappa
Phi. Thanks for the serenade,
good times, good company and
good "Alkie" from the Zctaa
ladies. Go fearless Pete! 10-25
CONGRATULATIONS
to
Mark Esselstien and Pat Shroycr, winners of the Zeta Tau
Alpha Bengals vs. Growns
football raffle. The ladies of
Zeta Tau Alpha want to thank
everyone who supported us.
10-25
A.J. Keep your cool. You're
doing great. Keep eating those
green M&M's and peanut
butter. What more can I say?
It's been real..! signed X 10-25
RANDY: Everyone says you're
true and pure, above reproach
and a model of good conduct...
and I say. the hell with it...I
like you anyway! signed.
"Turk." 10-25
JOIN the old gang -- in a land
far far away. Sign up now for
the Fall Leadership Lab by
Oct. 27 in the Office of Student
Development. 10-25
CONGRATULATIONS to the
fall pledge class of Kappa
Delta Chi: Bev Sprenkle. Deb
Walker, and Jeanette Watson.
You guys are as great as your
sorority. Keep it up! 10-25
WHO CAN help you untangle
your university problems? The
Ombudsman can! Stop by our
office in 192 Allyn Hall ext.
2242. 10-11
THE BROTHERS of Beta Phi
Omega arc happy to announce
the Return of the Great Pumpkin. who will find it? You'll
find out Sat. Oct. 28. at the
Great Pumpkin Hunt. See your
local barfly for tickets and
details. 10-25
NOBODY knows for sure
what's gappening ia 'them
thir hills', find out tor yourself
- plan to attend the fall
Leadership Lab Nov. 3, 4, S.
10-25
BJ -THANKS a bunch for your
time and help Monday. It was
greatly needed ana appreciated. Since 1 can't afford your
weight in gold, here': a t'f , a
small tonen of my vast knowledge of life: Only friends ar:
better than a day at King's
Island. And now a questionWho (besides me) said. "Once
a greek, always a greek"? I'm
waiting for your answer. The
great white rhino hunt;*.
10-27
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Diamond measures up to rock standards
By R.L. METCAI F
Guardian Mualc Writer
IN THE DARK. Dyan Diamond. Il
is difficult to judge rock and roil
albums by women, because there
are so few of them. Some critics
judge them even more harshly
than those made by men—male
songwriters are forgiven the
worst of voices, while women
must always sound pretty. I, on
the other hand, am willing to
overlook some imperfections in
order to hear good rock and roll
from a woman—well, actually, in
this case, a 16-year-old girl.
Happily, ther. are few flaws in
Dyan Diamond's debut solo album. People in search of women
with pretty voices will find that
she's not Linda Ronstadt. but
Diamond has a good rock and roll
voice with something Ronstadt
has been lacking for quite some
time, gutsiness. She is best at
songs such as the bluesy, moody
title track. Elvis Costello's rockabilly Mystery Dance, and her
double- and multiple-tracked ballads. like Teer.age Radio Stars.

SHE DOES SOUND strained on pop oriented than the rest of the
occasion, however—not when she tunes on the Ip. The latter is the
belts out her most powerful better track, a catchy, reggae-inrockers—when she relies on hea- fluenced number with doublevy breathing for se.t appeal in tracked harmonics which give the
Hot.
hook line a haunting quality. The
Mystery Dance is an excellent former, written with the album's
track; even though it is not quite producer. Kim Fowley. is about
up to Costello's original (which the process of growing up from a
conveyed more humor through '60's youth with the Beatles,
Costello's sardonic vocal). She is protests, and war, into solid
much more suited to cover his citizens who aren't "strange." !t
materia] than (to continue com- has a certain ring of corniness to
parisons) Ronstadt.
it. and it is disconcerting to hear
In the Dark is opened by k shor reminiscences of the sixties from
monologue which prompted a someone who probably rememfriend to say. "she's trying to be bers little of the decade. (If
Patti Smith." as if Smith had there's one thing that I hate, it's
invented the technique. If any nostalgia; I've often felt a strong
influence must be cited. I feel the yearning to go back to a time
monologue owes more to the when there wasn't any.) Perhaps
Animals' San Francisco Nights.
it is because Diamond approaches
The song's bluesy style, Joseph sweetness on this track that I
Fitzgerald's wailing harp playing consider it one of the lesser
(which is excellent throughout the tracks. The other songs exude
album), and Diamond's vocals toughness (except Someone Like
evoke a seamy, mysterious, Me. which works because it
streetwise mood.
shows vulnerability rather than
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD and sweetness), and Neighborhood
Teenage Radio Stars arc mi re contradicts this too glaringly.

PooI champ gives demonstration
By CHERYL WILUS
Guardian Associate Writer
Paul Gerni. three-time world
trick shot billiard champion, will
appear at Wright State Oct. 31 in
room 109 Oelman Hall at 1 p.m.
The world's most active and
in-demand pocket billiard performer. Gerni averages more than
200 shows per year in the United
States alone, while serving as a
world-wide ambassador for the
game.
Gerni has a repertoire of over
185 trick and fancy shots, and
uses 30 to 40 favorites in each one
hour program. He will try up to 12
balls in one shot per show,
although he has made as many as
21 balls in one shot, a Guiness
book record.
"Gerni is the third event of a
lecture series put out by the
University Center Board (UCB),"
stated Martin Arbagi. chairman

of the lecture subcommittee of the
UCB.
Arbagi said Gerni would be
paid through the UCB budget.
Students at WSU will be able to
attend the demonstration at no
cost, although those without student cards will be charged an
admission price.
GERNI STARTED playing billiards when he was six years old
and won his first tournament at
the age of seven. He has been
playing ever since.
At Purdue University, where he
studied economics and marketing, he sharpened his billiard
talents through observation and
concentrated practice.
It was during his graduate
studies that Gerni ventured into
the
professional tournament
game. He continued to ask questions and absorb everything
around him.
AFTER HIS graduation, Gerni

BILLIARD EXPERT PAUL GERNI
& SWEDISH BILLIARD EXPERT
MATS NOREN

spent his extra hours practicing
and promoting the game while
participating in tournaments on
the weekends.
Gerni has given exhibitions at
such places as colleges and universities. shopping malls, foreign
embassies, banquets, conventions. special events, benefits,
and night clubs. Gerni also enjoys
a 72 percent repeat factor for
return performances.
Among his long list of tournament titles are eight ball, 14.1
professional pocket billiards,
equal offense, and trick shot. He
won the World Trick and Fancy
Shot Competition Championships
in 1975, 7b and '77.

D>an Diamond

HOTLINE 222-7233
Confidential answers to any and all questions on birth control,
pregnancy, seiuallty, planned-parenthood appointment Information, etc. Call the HOTLINE at 222-7233, 3-7 pm, M-F. Long
distance call collect.

REGENESIS SHOP
Furniture Re finishing

Moderate prices Handcrafted qualty
Free pick-up and deivery

519 Salem Ave.
277-3606

M-F 1 to 5
Sat. 10-2

DOUBLE SHOTS
FOR THE PRICE OF

ONE!
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

COMING TUESDAY , OCT 31
FROM 1-2 IN 109 OLEMAN

A UNIQUE & HAPPY PLACE

Admission, students free
$1.00 for non-students

810 N MAIN ST
DAYTON, OHIO
228-9916

HOURS:
9 PM - 2 AM
Opened 6 days a week
Closed Mondays
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"Dear Bass, should a girl wear your shoes
when she's got a date with Mozart?"

She definitely should. After all, a shoe that's comfortable on your feet can be like music to your ears. And Bass lOCs are very comfortable As well as naturally stylish,
durable and beautifully put together. In a whole symphony of styles and colors. G.H. Bass A Company, Wilton, ME 04294. Shoemakers to Anvertea tor 102 year*
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Raiders get needed win over OU Bobcats
By HICK JOHNSON
Guardian Associate Writer
Wright State's 2-1 win against
the Ohio University Bobcats yesterday was a much needed and
gratifying one, according to several members of the WSU soccer
team.
"We needed it (the win) because it helped our morale. Other
teams that have beaten us are
now getting beat by teams that
we have beat, so everything
seems to be evening out now,"
commented Mike MacDonald.
goalie.
BOTH TEAMS seemed fairly
matched until 6:59 into the first
lalf, when WSU forward Manuel
Batres knocked in his only goal of
he game, assisted bv fullback

The Raiders' second goal
wasn't scored until 9:52 into the
second half, when WSU forward
Tom Morin kicked one into the
net with an assist by halfback Bob
Collins.

Paul Scaglione.
Batres feels his team is doing
"real well right now."
"1 think the coach is happy with
our performance today, but 1 also
think he knows we can do better
and improve," Batres commented.
"EVEN OUR LAST few games
have given us experience, so we
have gained from them.," he
added.

OHIO U'S ONLY goal came
fourteen minutes later when OU
forward Glen Marsh scored.

Fullback Ed Geraghty agreed
that the team is starting to get it
together.

The game was played on yet
another cold, windy and wet
afternoon, but Wright State
seemed to control the ball longer
than in previous games.

"Everything just clicked in the
game. Our passing was good
today, and things are now starting to come across." he continued.

The Raiders played hard at the
beginning of the game, but
appeared more aggressive after
Batres scored. After Morin scored

in the second half, the momentum
"I FEEL WE had more scoring
clearly seemed to be on the home opportunities than they did. I
team's side, but any hopes for a haven't seen the statistics yet.
shut-out were dashed when the but it appears that way. I also
Bobcats scored, making it close believe we had more continuous
again.
passes.
"IT WAS A close game," admitted Bobcat coach Earl Draper.
"They just happened to score
twice, and we scored once. We
pressured them at the end of the
game, but we couldn't get the ball
into the net." he added.

Raider coach Jim Droulias comDroulias feels that. "We
mented on his team's perfor- passed the ball, and that's what
mance. remarking, "They put soccer is Mil about. The secret oi
pressure on us the last ten soccer is knowing your teamminutes, but we njanaged to mates. The longer you play
withstand it.
together, the more you know."

Coed at 40

MOONLIGHT
SKATE

Mother goes back to school
By MIRIAM CREIGHTON
Guardian Guest Writer

Coed! Even my vocabulary is
dated. That's what happens when
you're fed-up, fat, and 40. What
also happens, in some cases
(mine, for instance), is that you
start trying to change the status
quo. Forty will take care of itself:
fat is on the way out, and
"fed-up" should read bored,
bored, bored! That. I decided,
would change when 1 joined the
class of '81 at Wright State
University.
It all started late last spring
when I znnounced to my family
th»t Mother was going back to
school. Amid laughter, taunts,
and denials. 1 waded through the
summer days, snatching one now
and again just for me. I spent
sweet hours at the University with
counselors, the Veteran's Administration people (yes, Mother
is a veteran), an ' various advisors
who brought me anally to:

DAY THREE Things were a
little better. I felt on fairly firm
ground en francais, took halfway
intelligible notes in Biology and
only embarrassed myself slightly
in English. I got there early and
found an empty room nearby to
wait in. From time to time. 1
stared at my stopped watch until I
suddenly realized that the class
had started without me. I rushed
in. breathless, apologetic, and
late.

Next, my French class convulsed with laughter when I
announced that my three years of
high school French had been
completed some 22 years before.
They could at least have acted
surprised! With a slightly heavy
heart I looked forward to:

DAY ONE: Was it really less
than seven weeks age? A confident glance in the mirror told me
that the nervous lady reflected
therein could easily pass for 20 or
so. I planned to blend into the
cro-vd and not call undue attention to myself.

ARTISTS:
WE NEED YOUR
WORK!
New galery featuring)
student art. We need f
your paintings, sculptures, photographs,
etc.
Caf Bt McGovem
253-3418 or
256-1012

My first English class raised
more questions. Did I ever know
any grammar? Had 1 ever written
anything? Did I have anything to
say? Could I say it. write it. even
spell it. if 1 did? The biggest
question of all kept going through
my mind all day, "Why did I get
myself into this?"

My dream was shattered as 1
drove into the parking lot. The
gate-person began yelling and
waving her arms at me as 1 drove
against the painted arrows and
parked in a tow-away zone. I
rolled down my window to see
why she was so agitated and she
yelled, from 20 feet away. "Migawd. It's a lady!" Her tone left
no doubt that she meant a lady as
opposed to a girl. (So much for
blending in.)

DAY TWO: My first biology
lecture confirmed my worst fears.
Who cared how old my body was?
My brain was definitely suffering
the first stages of senility. The
lecture, the very first lecture, was
all but unintelligible! Where do I
go fr >m here? The text could have
been written in Greek, and that
was only the introduction.

I suppose I'm not really having
any more difficulty finding my
space and place here than most of
my young fellows, but unless they
tell me, I'll never know. I can't
remember back that far! I can
hardly wait to write a sequel to
this. I'll call it "Three Years in
the Life of a Geriatric Graduate."
Wish me Ijjck!

"We were no more up for this
game than any other. We just
take them (games) one at a time,
and hope we can learn from
them." he said.

SATURDAY NIGHTS
18 yrs. and older
$2.00 per person
RENTAL SKATES FREE
11 PM - 1 AM
Disco Music and Lights
BEER—2 FOR 1
OCT 28, NOV. 4, 11, 18, 25

ice sKating
WINTERLAIMD

1U- Lutl/faMa.jtniti

UP TO
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PLASMA D O N A T I O N ^

US

vi i
FOR SPECIAL,
ANTIBODIES/

bC-lUtl
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lAJDCii.adA.Uj'
Coxier

JBm&

* Oct- 30 - 1AM> Oct. 31

g o n u a h x flrrt tim* donors with thi« a d

plasma alliance
Blood Alliance, Inc., 1*5 Helena Street, Dayton, OH 45404

tichtti
Odr HoiLow TUt,
fl3-MOO
$4-00-f
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Fail on the campus
with leaves all aground

Photos by Dorian Violin
Story by Mike Hosier

In Ihc daily rush from home lo
class and home again, many
students can wind up spending
their four or more years oil
campus without ever having experienced one of the nicer aspects
of attending WSU.
Granted, this may sound like an
over-sue dose of idyllic pap. bul
it seems thai many people never
lake Ihc lime lo stop and look
around at the sights this campus
has to offer, and. as a result, lose
<that could be an important part
of their visual repertoire.
Believe it or not. there are
actually a few spots around this
arefi that could actually be referred to as beautiful.
One such place is the woods
thai provide a barrier between us
and Ihc rest of the world. This
massive plot of land, densely
blanketed with trees, is a marvelous sight lo behold come Fall

when the color starts to drain oui
of the leaves.
The pictures thai dot this pageare only a sampling of what this
patch of wilderness has to offer.
Ihc long winding paths (hat
stretch through the woods are
perfect for runners, walkers, biologists. nature lovers, and young
(sigh) lovers.
And if ihc woods aren't vr.ough
of a getaway. WSU also sports a
hump in the earth known as
Achilles' Hill and that doesn't
look all lhal bad cither.
Classes arc like a massive
albalross. ihe weather is getting
colder and colder, and there
never seems to be enough lime to
do anything more than go home
and gel some well-deserved relaxation, bul the woods and other
spots around campus are exceptionally nice places to visit.
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Underhill has sights set on NCAA playoffs
fundamentals.
"We have a good, tough sched
ule." continued Underhill. "We
play
some
good
Division I teams like Miami.
Cleveland State, and Arkansas
Little Rock." He added that if the
team wins 17 games or more he
thinks it will have a good chance
of being in the playoffs.
THIRTEEN HOME games are
slated on the Raiders' schedule of
28 games. In addition to the home
games the Raiders will play four
games at the University of Dayton
Arena, which is desirable because
It s a nice place to play in and

the Division II National ChamBy HOB CANADY
pionship.
Guardian AMOCUIC Writer
UNDERBILL WAS also coach
In his first year as head coach
of the Wright State basketball at two high schools. He coached
team. Ralph Underhill has his at Ohio County High School in
sights set on the NCAA Division Louisville, the biggest high school
1! playoffs next spring. He said he in Kentucky. Underfill's high
would like the Raiders to be one school teams fared well in their
of the four teams taken from the leagues.
The Raiders arc into their
Great Lake Region.
Underhill has a record of second full week of practices.
success. In 1976 he was the Underbill has started putting
assistant coach at the University offensive plays in the practice
of
Tennessee.
Chattanooga, after a week working on ball
which was the Division II Na- handling and poising. He said
tional runner-up. In 1977, as head conditioning was finished early,
coach. Underh'll led the team to allowing the team to work on the

WSU swim teams
begin practices

By LONN1E AD KINS
Guardian Special Writer
Wright State's men and women
swim teams have begun five day a
week practices, under four-year
coach Lee Dexter and assistant
Jim Dock, in preparation for a
co-ed home meet Nov. 13.
The swimmers practiced three
days a week for the past month,
and will increase workouts to
twice a day for six days per week.
The training also consists of
weightlifting twice a week.
Dexter, an all-Amencan high
school swimmer, will have two
returning all-American seniors to
the female squad, Barb Titsch
and Maria Miniaci. Titsch has
specialized in the 100 meter
breast stroke, in which she broke
the state record as a freshman.
and has been improving in the
past two years. Senior Therese
Hamlin is the team's captain.
Due to a drop in the female
enrollment at Wright State, the
girls will be competing against
small college teams this year.
after previously swimming in the
large college division. Their record last season was 8-2, before
six girls swam in the nationals in
the annual post-season meet.
All but three school records are
held by current swimmers on the
team.
The men's team will avenge
last year's 5-3 record with a

nine-man squad, including four
freshmen, four juniors, and a
senior.
Dexter is looking for additional
help this year from Canadian
Gerry Preville. who was ruled
ineligible for last year's NCAA
Nationals after which he competed in the Canadian national
meet, placing sixth in the 100
meter breast stroke.
Diver Mark McKinley placed
high at the NCAA Nationals last
year with 16th in the low board
dive. I5th in the one meter dive,
and 21st in the three meter dive.
Mr. Harold Miller is the diving
coach for the team.

UNDERHILL
ADVOCATES
this type of play because he can

Wright State University has a which includes a club tee shirt.
Officers in the club are Presiwheelchair sports club on campus
878-2773. Vicethis year with the purpose of dent Linda Scott.
. .. ...
.
President
Cindy Marshall, and
"perpetuating and encouraging
wheelchair athletics of all types Secretary Linda Evans, 429-3549.
If you need any information
and to provide all members with
social fellowship and competitive concerning the club, feel free to
call one of the officers. The next
activities throughout the year. ''
scheduled meeting is Nov. 3. in
Memberships are open to all Room 009 of the P.E. Building at
WSU jtudents. faculty, staff, 5 p.m.
and alumni. Dues are $5 per year.

SHARE
NEWS

ALPHA XI DELTA

Atmosphere.Giant T.V. .
Super Game Room.and

NO COVER CHARGE

i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

>first National Bank
FAIRBORN. OHIO
* Your. Full Service Bank
*

5-Point Branch
10.W.' Day ton-Ye How,
Springs Rd
"

878-7241

Wayne Schneck. a swimmer in
the adapted program, has been in
.
, ,,
. . ,
.
St. Elizabeth uHospital for three
.
,,
weeks. He will be there until
mid-November, ard would enjoy
some company.
Wayne Schneck
St. Elizabeth's Hospital
Room 3315
Phone: 223-3141 Est. 3315
Visiting Hours: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

The sisters of

proudly welcome
their fall pledge class:

LOR A A LGREN

*

878-8681

The Raiders have a solid team
with II returnees. The team har
also recruited transfer Leon Manning from Miami-Dade South
Junior College. Walk-ons Vince
Shively from Kentucky. Jim Pinkney from Florida and Tom Holzaphal from Greenville round out
the team.

1227 Wilmington Pk. Dayton .Ohio
Across from Brietenstrate/ Shopping Center

7r

' 1 W. Main. *
Street'

According to Underhill, everyone on the team is battling for a
position. Underhill stated that
this is good for the team because
everyone plays hard, plus it gives
the team added depth.

THE LIONS DEN

I RECYCLE THIS GUARDIAN I*
*

Main Office

play several people in one area. In
this way, Underhill said, the
Raiders will "be a running team,
but will stop and set up the ball
when the defense gets back in
time."

WSU sports club seeking members

******

.

you can attract some vop flight
teams by offering to play the
game there." said Underhill.
"Plus if it comes down to the
tournament they can look and see
that you can get 14.000 people in
there." he added.

TERR Y KOLLESSER

MARCIA BREWER

KIM MA Y

PATTY CAMDEN JEFFA MURPHY
DANA CLASON JOANNE SURICO
DENA DUN/GAN

TISH TA YLOR

LET THE DAILY GUARDIAN
WORK FOR YOU!
Display Advertising—

We offer campus discount rates to University organizations. Instead of 12.2P per
column inch, you can advertise with is for only $1.87 per column inch an4 Please use
inter-departmental purchasing formt.. We'll design your ad free of cfiargc for you.

Classified Advertising—
Appearing on Wednesdays and Fridays only, (he Daily Guardian classifieds ere free
to students. Faculty and staff can place classifieds for 10 cents word issue Please
submit classified ads in person to our office.

News Shorts—

Appearing oil Tuesdays and Thursdays only. News Shorts are free to anyone who
wishes to annouee an event which applies to Wrigh! State University. As
distinguished from advertising, a new s short must be in the community interest and
can not advocate or encourage the event to be publicized.

News Ideaslf you have any item which you feel needs press coverage please call and inform us
Community participation in news story ideas will aid the Dailv'Guardian in providing
vou with up-to-date, pertinent news information.
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Mountaineering #5.

REGULATION
GARB
less serious business. If you are
going to down the mountains,
rather than vice versa, you must
be confident of your standing.
Between the head and the feet
lies the area known to pros as "the
body!' Mountaineering
bodywear is usually based
on personal preference.
However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion. Your clothes
AII vihaiher should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open
movement, specifically in the
vicinity
of the arms. A free
\
and responsive arm is a
mountaineer's best friend
Certain accessories, of
course, complement and
The 1
complete the regulation
-refined
look
garb. Expedition flags
to mark your territo ry
in public places, conFrefeW I
necting ropes for those
flexible I
who prefer the security
arm
•
or mountaineering in
tandem and backpacks filled with
beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
arid other paraphanalia. Beyond
these standards,
wardrobe styles
range from the rustic
to the refined And
well they might, for
mountaineers are a
rugged and individual
lot, joined only by a
common taste for
excellence.

You, a faithful follower of this
space, have been a mountaineer'for some time now*
You've studied the fundamentals, selected your
gear and experimented Weather
rat
with methodology. In short,
you are nobody's fool. Nonetheless, you also know a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing.
So you want to learn more.
A fan
Smart thinking
for all
First, you must realize that
aeasoivs
once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true
artists from the merely adequate.
Therefore, attention to detail,
especially in matters of clothing,
is vital.
Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctua
tions. In winter, a warm liat
m fx
is mandatory. (The head after • *
all, is the chimney of the
body. Avoid cerebral heat loss it diminishes your psvchophysio abilities.)
In summertime,
a sun visor or a
bilied cap will
guarantee crucial
visibility among
the craggy peaks.
Pay particular
regard to your foot- {SEESE*.
gear. Shoes should
B ne* c 120:
be sturdy and stable.
A secure footing is
of utmost importance. Without it,
you're asking for trouble. Point
of order: while mountaineering is
pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

Occupied
mrraory

Footpads
lru*ure\
secure \
footing \

Dori t just reach for a beer.

BUSCH
C AnrwuM B<*cn tne

S» Loui* Mo

Head for the mountains.

